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1. Introduction 
 
It is a well-known fact that to have a high throughput IQ switch, we have organize input 
buffers as Virtual Output Queues (VOQ) to prevent head of line blocking. Moreover, the 
performance of the switch closely depends on the matching algorithm used to connect 
inputs to outputs. We have seen that Maximum Weight Matching (MWM) algorithm and 
its variants have good throughput and delay characteristics, but they are difficult to 
implement. Therefore, it is desirable to come up with a rather different algorithm that is 
simple to implement, and has throughput and delay characteristics close to MWM. An 
example of such a practical algorithm which has been already implemented, is iterative 
Longest Queue First (iLQF) which iteratively matches the longest VOQ in an input to it’s 
destination output. 
 
2. Objective 
 
We would like to change the definition of Weights in iLQF to see if we can improve 
performance. To be exact, we are going to keep a count of the number of times that each 
input turns down an output that grants to it (call it Credit or CRij) and replace the original 
weight of the iLQF with: CRij+Length(VOQij). 
 
There are a variety of questions that needs to be investigated in this scheme: 
 

- When should the credit be incremented?  
- How much should it be incremented? 
- What should be the maximum limit of the credit? 
- When should the credit be decremented? 
- How much should it be decremented? 
- Should the credit be reset to zero after selecting the output? 
- How different this scheme is compared to original iLQF? 
- How different this scheme is compared to MWM? 
- Can we use similar ideas in other “greedy” algorithms? 
- Can we incorporate this in other practical algorithms? (iSLIP for example) 

 
3. Working environment 
 
We are planning to leverage the already existing SIM simulator and modify the 
implementation of iLQF to incorporate the credit counters and new definition of weights. 



It allows us to collect statistics and do comparative analysis with original iLQF and 
MWM pretty easily. 
 
 
4. Schedule 
 
Here is the tentative schedule of the project: 
 

- Understanding SIM environment 
- modifying iLQF 
- Verification, test and debug:   2-3 Weeks (April 17th – May 7th) 

 
- Running simulations collecting data for different traffic patterns/loads  
- comparing new scheme with original iLQF, MWM,  
- Modifying iSLIP similarly (tentative): 3 Weeks (May 8th – May 28th)  

 
- Analyzing the simulation results 
- Wrapping up and writing the report:  2 Weeks (May 29th – June 11th) 

 
5. Roles 
 
We are planning this as a joint work between two team members, while Amin’s effort 
would be mostly on understanding SIM environment and modifications of iLQF and 
Vahideh’s effort would be on running simulations, collecting data and comparative 
analysis of different schemes. 
 
 


